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Now I can add one more event to my
"Anniversary Dates" to forget - 6/7/2021

Avoiding Our Wedding Anniversary -
6/4/2021

Multitasking for Safety – Plus
Remembrance and Reflection - 6/1/2021

Taps Across America – The National
Moment of Remembrance - Monday 5/31/21
3PM - 5/30/2021

It’s officially springtime in VA
Sunday, April 07, 2013

So when I take a photo from my deck at this time of year, the white stuff floating around is usually pollen.
Since the fruit trees are in bloom, the pollen count has been rising, but that’s not what this is. 

 
 
On Friday I thought the wind was blowing some blossoms off trees like this. 
 

 
 
Until I looked at my deck. 
 

MY TRACKERS CHALLENGES SHOP RECIPES
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

CD11948779
Hope you had a great time!
2989 days ago

v

ILOVEMALI
so pretty! I love the bloomy time of year!
2989 days ago

v

WILSONWR
That is some weird weather. Have fun canoeing!
2990 days ago

v
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I know that’s not a LOT of snow, but we’re not in New England. 
This is April in Virginia! 
 
When our Easter egg hunt was cancelled 2 weeks ago because it was snowing, I dismissed it. After all, it
was still March. That had to be winter’s last hurrah, right? 
 

 
 
I was WRONG. 
 
Today it’s supposed to be 72* so DH and I are going canoeing this afternoon. 
 
I hope this is the end of the freaky weather, FINALLY! 
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

GINIEMIE
Weather's been weird around the nation, I hope this is the end of the snow for y'all.

 

  
2990 days ago

v

BARBARAJ73
Pretty much same here except I'm about 30 miles south of Lake Ontario so we expect lots of
snow. Interesting weather this winter but we barely got even our average snowfall. It landed
elsewhere. Fun to watch and try to out-guess Mother Nature :-) 
2990 days ago

v

AUSFAM
Yeah!!! We've had about the same here in Iowa--ENJOY your canoeing!!!!! :)
2990 days ago

v

DR1939
72 sounds marvelous. Hope the snow is soon a memory for you.
2990 days ago

v

CD13136117
Forecast sounds much better! Hope the snow is behind you. Enjoy your day and the weather!!
2990 days ago

v

COCK-ROBIN
I hope so too. I'm sick of winter. 
2990 days ago

v

BELLAMEMAW
I was a looooong cold, windy unpredictable winter for us here in PA. Although the temps have
been rising, this wind won't let up; so irritating!

Here's to hoping we enjoy some springlike weather and don't get thrust-ed right into heat and
humidity! Pat
2990 days ago

v

CELIAMINER
Happy Spring! Finally! 
2990 days ago

v

NANNABLACK

 
2990 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
I hope it is the end of freaky weather for you as well. Have fun canoeing. My son is moving to
Fairfax this summer from SC. He may not be ready for snow in April!
2990 days ago

v
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Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.
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